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CTLA Assessment Report for AY 2009-2010  
 

I. Brief Summary of Assessment Plan   
CTLA goals and outcomes as established by the director and staff are:   

 
Goal 1: Technology training and resources 
 

Outcome 1: Faculty and staff will be able to implement new technology (i.e., 
new to them).   

Component 1: Has basic knowledge    
Component 2: Can identify potential application(s)    
Component 3: Has implemented the technology   

Outcome 2: Faculty will report that they use technology to support their 
students’ learning.   
Outcome 3: Faculty will report that they use technology to increase student 
engagement.   
Outcome 4: Faculty will report that they use technology to increase prompt 
feedback to students. 
Outcome #5: Faculty and staff will use technology to enhance their productivity. 
    

Goal 2: Resources for improving teaching and learning  
Outcome 1: Faculty will use resources provided by CTLA to improve their 
teaching.  
 

Goal 3: Orient faculty to career development processes and milestones (and resources). 
Outcome #1: New faculty will be able to identify campus sources of important 
information regarding their roles and responsibilities. 
Outcome #2: New faculty will feel a sense of connection to the campus 
community. 
 

We would assess Goal 1, Outcome 1 by giving attendees in our Oncourse for Your Course 
training tasks to complete, and recording whether they were able to do the tasks alone, with 
help, or not at all. We also stated we could follow up post training to assess whether and how 
well the attendees had implemented the technology they had learned.   
 
We would assess Goal 2, Outcome 1 applied to our CTLA computer lab for faculty and staff. We 
collected CTLA lab usage for individual faculty and staff working there on their own, and we 
collected CTLA lab usage for faculty and staff who attended training classes taught there. 
 

II. Assessment Methods   
Goal 1, Outcome 1: We assessed some of our technology training by having the attendees do a 
self-paced assessment of some tasks that were taught during training. We were able to do this 
assessment in the Oncourse for Your Course full-day technology training.  
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Goal 2, Outcome 1: To assess the amount of use of our CTLA computer lab resources, we 
collected usage measures from the sign-in sheet for individual users and rosters for training 
classes taught in the lab. 

III. Assessment Results 

Goal 1, Outcome 1:  

CTLA staff members embedded assessment tasks in their Oncourse for Your Course technology 
training to directly assess whether trainees were or were not able to do the tasks.   Ten learners 
responded to these tasks. Eight were faculty and two were student employees who were 
preparing to assist faculty with Oncourse use during the school year. Ability to complete tasks 
on own averaged 88% across all five tasks which surpassed the benchmark of 80%.   

Self-Paced Assessment for Oncourse for Your Course 2009 
Oncourse site used Could do Could do with assistance Could not do 
My Workspace – Q1 7 3  
Practice Course – Q1 10   
Practice Course – Q2 8 2  
Practice Course – Q3 9 1  
Practice Course – Q4 10   
 

The eight faculty that attended the Oncourse for Your Course training and were sent a survey 
later in the academic year to respond about application and implementation of what they 
learned in their training. Three answered the anonymous assessment survey. Below are their 
responses about their uses. 
 
Application implemented Number implementing that application 
Used Oncourse technology in all the classes they were 
teaching 

3 

Posted a syllabus 3 
Posted announcements for students 3 
Posted materials in Resources for students 3 
Posted grades in the Gradebook 3 
Used Site Setup to select which tools will be shown on 
the course site [changing the default selection of tools] 

2 

Used the Messages (email or course mail) tool to 
communicate with students 

2 

Rearranged the tabs across the top so that the courses 
appear in the order preferred 

2 

Sent Group email to all students in the class via the 
Email Archive function  

1 

Used the Chat tool to conduct synchronous 
conversations 

1 
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Created Assignments via the Assignments Tool 1 
Viewed student photos via the Roster tool 1 
Conducted a student discussion asynchronously using 
the discussion Forums 

0 

Posted grades using Post ‘Em 0 
 
 
Goal 2, Outcome 1: 

CTLA sign-in sheets tracked the number of faculty and staff who signed in to use the CTLA 
computers on an individual basis. A total of 53 individual uses of the lab occurred between July 
1, 2009 and June 30, 2010.  

Application use indicated Number of uses per application 
Oncourse 18 
Scanner 14 
Ace HTML 9 
Microsoft Office applications 8 
OneStart 8 
Contribute 4 
Acrobat/Acrobat Reader 3 
File Transfer 3 
Dreamweaver 2 
Expertisa Lesson 2 
Fuseworks Pages 2 
Photoshop 2 
Audio 1 
Hulu 1 
Raptivity 1 
TeacherTube 1 
Camtasia 0 
Captivate 0 
DVD Magic Ripper 0 
Fireworks 0 
Flash 0 
Image-Ready 0 
OmniPage Pro 0 
Premiere 0 
Real Player 0 
Snag It 0 
 
CTLA rosters tracked the number of faculty and staff who used the lab to attend training 
courses. Thirty-three uses of the lab for training classes occurred for July 1, 2009 - June 30, 2010.  
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Training Class Number of faculty or 
adjunct faculty attending 

Number of staff attending 

Clicker Training 3 1 
Oncourse Essentials 4  
Podcasting Basics 3  
Techno-Fare 3  
MERLOT 2  
Oncourse CL Overview  1 1 
Oncourse Gradebook  2  
OneNote 1 1 
Raptivity 2  
Video Basics 1 1 
WCMS 2  
Acrobat: Enhancing Electronic 
Documents 

 1 

Flashlight 2 1  
InLeT  1 
Oncourse Modules 1  
Oncourse 2-way Communication  1 

 
IV. Using Assessment for Program Improvement 

Goal 1: We were satisfied with results for our assessment of Oncourse for Your Course 
attendees’ abilities to carry out tasks on their own after receiving training on those tasks. 
Because this program is an IU course management program, it is new to faculty who are new to 
IU and take this full day training. So we believe this is a good indicator that this technology 
training is working well.   

In the later survey to assess if trainees were applying what they learned, we would have 
preferred a larger response rate, however, for the respondents that did participate, we were 
very pleased to learn that they implemented Oncourse. Of the features that they reported 
using, we were especially pleased to see all the respondents were using the syllabus and 
gradebook features. Our students have particularly requested faculty use those, and we also 
emphasized that during the training. 

Goal 2: We assessed the usage of the CTLA Center computer lab as a resource for training 
classes and individual use. This lab area can be particularly useful to adjunct faculty if they need 
a quiet place to work on their grading or other aspects of their courses. We invest in equipment 
and software and want to see the extent to which it is used. Over time, some of the software we 
had available in our lab was not available on faculty office computers. Now that IU has created 
more enterprise level software contracts, many Adobe products as well as many Microsoft 
products are available in faculty offices and can be used there.  
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Our goal is to keep these products on our computers for faculty or staff use and to add 
specialized software that is useful for instruction that can be accessed in our lab for shared use. 
AceHTML for creating web forms and Raptivity for creating online learning objects are in this 
category and we purchased licenses for our lab.  

We learned how frequently users chose to use different applications in our lab. The highest use 
was working in Oncourse. This is available on any computer with Internet access, so we infer 
that individuals who work on Oncourse in our lab are choosing our CTLA lab environment as a 
resource of choice. 

We also learned that there are some options that we do not need to track on our tracking forms 
and we can simplify the tracking forms. We do not have a benchmark number to which we are 
comparing results for this first time. This resource has a qualitative aspect as well as a 
quantitative one. A resource may not be used by many users, but for those who can use it in our 
lab, it may be very important. AceHTML would be an example of this. There may not be many 
department web managers who use web forms, but for those who do, this is a program that 
makes that achievable. Because of this baseline measure, we are satisfied that we are providing 
useful CTLA Center Lab equipment and software resources and work environment. This is a 
measure that we would like to repeat on a periodic basis—several years apart—to determine 
usefulness of equipment, usefulness of software, and see shifts in use over time. 


